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Abstract. It has been recognized since the 1950's that radioisotopicdisequilibrium between naturally occurring parentdaughter isotope pairs in seawater can provide information
on the rate of processessegregating them. In the surface
ocean, the U-238:Th-234 parent-daughter pair tends to display measurable disequilibrium that is attributable to the
effects of scavengingon particle reactive thorium. A range
of approacheshas been applied to deriving quantitative information on particle scavengingand sinking rates from U238:Th-234 measurements. Here, we review the mathematical underpinnings of a very basic conceptual model of the
removal processin order to correct a misunderstanding that
has arisen in recent

uniform

in ocean waters.

Particle

reactive

Th-234

can then

be adsorbed onto particles and removed from the surface either by sinking of particles, by radiodecay or by mixing. If it

is assumedthat: (1) mixing rates are negligiblewith respect
to radiodecay and the rate at which particles sink from sur-

face waters; (2) adsorptionobeysa first order rate law with
respectto the dissolvedTh-234 concentration;and (3) the
loss of particulate Th-234 via sinking also obeys a first order rate law with respect to the concentration of particulate
Th-234, then the following cquations hold:
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literature.
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1. Introduction
Data collected over the past decade at several locations
have shown upper ocean carbon fluxes inferred from Th234 based particle sinking rates differ from those estimated

directly from sedimenttraps [Buesseler,1991; Buesseleret
al., 1994; Murray et al., 1996]. Understandingthe source
of this discrepancy has important implications for how we
should study carbon fluxes in the oceans. A recent arti-

cle [Kirn et al., 1999] offeredhope of clarifyingthis issue
through applying a single continuous box model containing all thorium phasesversus several discrete boxes for each
of the phases for interpreting Th-234 observations. In re-

(2)

whereAu,A•h andA•.h areactivities
perunitvolume
ofU238, dissolved Th-234 and particulate Th-234 respectively,
,• is the decay constant for Th-234, and ka and kp are the
first order adsorption and particulate Th removal rate coef-

ficientsrespectively.(We note that if the Th distributions
are taken to be spatially homogenous,the equations can be
expressed even more simply as a derivative rather than a

partial differential.)
If it is further assumed that the system is at steady state

(i.e.OAth
-- OAth
-- 0)andtheactivities
perunitvolume
Ot

--

Ot

--

sponseto this publication, Buesselerand Charette[2000] of U-2a8 and dissolved and particulate Th-234 are deterargued that uncertainty in both the Th measurements and mined, then equations(1) and (2) can be solvedfor the unknownsk• and kp. This is of particular interest becausekp
trap data preclude definitive comparisons. We believe that
should in principle give some estimate of the rate of particle
a more fundamental error was made regarding the application of Th-234 to quantification of particle removal rates removal from the surface ocean. This simple model could
be expanded to include interactions with a colloidal phase
from the surface oceans. The intent of this contribution
is
to correct that misunderstanding.

[e.g.,Kim et al., 1999 and previousinvestigators].Provided

2. Model

a colloidal phase measurement is available and all previous
assumptions also hold for this phase, the number of variables and the system of equations are both expanded by one
and so can be solved uniquely. More sophisticated mod-

Presentation

and

Discussion

The conceptual model of the removal process developed
by previous investigators and at issue here is depicted in
Figure 1.
Dissolved Th-234 is produced by the alpha decay of dis-

solved
U-238.Long-lived
U-238(tl/2 --4.47 x 109 yr) behaves essentially as a conservative element, hence the pro-

ductionrate of short-livedTh-234 (tl/2 = 24.1 d) is fairly

els that

There
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allow for reversible

interactions

between

the various

Th phases, include mixing terms, are time-dependent or a
combination of these factors have also been presented in
the literature. The additional variables require additional
measurements for closure and are beyond the scope of the
present discussion.
has

been

extensive

discussion

in

the

literature

about how kp determined in accord with Figure 1 relates
to carbon flux [i.e. referencesin Buesselerand Charette,
2000]. Numerousquestionscan be posedabout how well
the assumptions underlying these equations hold in a given
ocean setting and about how thorium and carbon cycling
compare. While such questions are important to the practical application of Th isotopes to the study of particle flux,
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1. Input/output pathwaysof simplethorium box model. The larger of the boxesrepresentsthe surfaceocean. Seetext for
of terms.

we focus here on an error

that

arose at a more fundamental

quantity was of particular interest to earlier investigators
who, given the analytical limitations of the time, reported
only total measurements.

If this is the case, Eq. 4 does not further constrain the
system and treating it as though it is an independent equation can only lead to erroneous results. If Eq. 4 is taken
to be independent, then it is inconsistent with Eq. 3, and
with the conceptual model of Figure 1, which provides for
thorium removal only by particle export and decay.

Becausethe first derivative is a linear operator (i.e.

Kim et al. [1999]encounteredthis problemin their at-

level. The problem arises when we consider total Th-234

(the sum of both dissolvedand particulate forms). This

0(x+y)

0t

__ 0x
0y
-- .0-T-t-•T) and the total Th-234 activity ZTh is tempt to reconcile a geochemical meaning for kt in Eq. 4.

a simple sum of the dissolved and particulate activities

Treating Eqs. 1, 2 and 4 as independent equations, they

(•Th -- A•:hd-A•h), anexpression
for•Th canbeobtained derivedthe followingquantities(equivalentto Kim et al.'s
Eqs. 4-6)'

by addition of equations(1) and (2)'
0Y]Th
0t

= AAu - •Th -- kpA•h

(3)

As the linear combination of two independent equations,
this is a dependent equation and, as such, does not reduce
the degrees of freedom in the thorium mass balance even
though the total thorium concentration can be directly measured. This equation can be compared with another expres-

sionfor •Th that has appearedin the literature [Coaleand
Bruland, 1985 and referencestherein; Kim et al., 1999]'

1
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1

(7)
(8)

•Th

kt

Tt---(Au--Y]Th)/•

(9)

Equation 4 is consistentwith Eq. 3 if and only if the nondecay loss of •Wh is equal to the loss of particulate thorium,

The inverse of the specific particle adsorption rate, rd,
and the inverseof the specificparticle sinking rate, rp, can
be thought of as measures of the mean-lives or "residence
times" of Th-234 with respect to adsorption and particulate
sinking, respectively. In the simple conceptual framework
shown in Figure 1, kt derived in this way has no physical

i.e.'

meaningand thus, its inverse(pt) does not have a corre-

Ot

= XAu - •Th

-- kt•Th

(4)

sponding mean-life with respect to an identifiable "removal"

ktP.
Th-- kt(A•hd-A•yh)
-- kpA•h
which requires that

kpA•'h
kt= A•,h
d-A•,h

(5)

processaffecting•Th. As Kim et al. [1999]reported,Eq. 9
is not equivalent to the simple sum of Eqs. 7 and 8; rather,

rt --rd + •-p+ A•-dv-p

(10)

(6) Note that this result is robust regardless of the dependence
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or independence of Eq. 4, and demonstrates that residence
times are not simply additive. In a previous publication,

Coale and Bruland [1985]indirectly noted this relation in
the form of a numericalexample (paragraphi p. 27). In
attempt to explain their numerical results, they stated that
"When both dissolved and particulate forms of Th-234 are
present, the loss of Th-234 due to radioactive decay on sus-
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pears that the few examples of "agreement" between the
trap data and their •-t are numerically fortuitous. The situation remains then that the relationship between the sinking
of Th-234 and particulate organic carbon tends to be more
complicated in the surface ocean than the simple conceptual
model depicted in Figure i would suggest.

pended particles in the surfacezone leads to •-d4- •-p being
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